FLAVIO BRIATORE’S BRAINCHILDREN AND THE EVOLUTION OF AN INTERNATIONAL LUXURY OPERATOR: THE MAJESTAS BRANDS
ABSTRACT

MAJESTAS IS A LEADING LUXURY GROUP OPERATING IN THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR

In April 2023, Majestas counted 3 brands, namely Billionaire, Twiga and Crazy Pizza for 20 venues, in 8 cities across 6 countries. The company also operated through a licence agreement between Cova and Cipriani in Monte Carlo. The story of Majestas intertwines with the story of Flavio Briatore, a celebrity Italian manager and entrepreneur known for his passion for luxury and beauty. With a successful career in Formula One racing, Flavio transitioned into the hospitality industry, establishing a chain of iconic venues under the Majestas brand. His high-profile relationships and his passion for hospitality led to the creation of the Billionaire club format.

The initial phase of Majestas saw the opening of Billionaire, Twiga, and Cipriani Monte Carlo, driven by Flavio's instinct and network. However, the challenge arose in building sustainable brands beyond Flavio’s celebrity image.

In the second phase, the leadership team, including Patrizia Spinelli and Francesco Menegazzo, focused on differentiation and growth strategies. With distinctive brand positioning, Billionaire offered a unique dining and nightlife experience, while Twiga provided a multidimensional escape with eclectic cuisine. Despite the initial success driven by Flavio’s magnetism and network, the brands faced the challenging task of consolidating and growing independently of Flavio’s personal brand image to ensure the long-term success of the company.
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